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introduction

W elcome to the MXL product catalog! MXL is a leading 

manufacturer of high performance microphones for 

professionals and recording enthusiasts around the world. 

Our award-winning design and engineering team continues to astound 

today’s top artists, engineers, professional producers and businesses with 

microphones that deliver sonic perfection on stage, in the studio, and in 

the conference room. 

We’re extremely proud of our product line. From our elegant Studio 

Collection Series, to our wide-ranging line of Condenser and Ribbon 

microphones, MXL offers a microphone to fit any application and any 

budget. Take your time with our catalog. You’ll discover an expanding 

product line that includes the MXL Live Series microphones for live 

and stage performances as well as a full line of field recording and USB 

microphones for podcasting, web conferencing and video chats.

Whether you’re a seasoned professional or just starting out, we’re 

confident you’ll find an MXL microphone that’s right for you. With over 

10 years of customer satisfaction and outstanding sales growth, we want 

to thank you for your support and unwavering belief in our products. 

Enjoy!
The MXL Sales Team
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Glossary contents
Tube Microphones 
Tube microphones produce a warm, rich sound that is desirable to many singers. The tube 
within our microphones amplifies sound and enhances harmonics for rich recordings. 

Ribbon Microphones
Ribbon microphones are popular for their smooth, transparent, and natural sound. A true 
ribbon microphone, with its figure 8 pattern, offers the great authentic vintage tone desired 
by many recording enthusiasts.

Condenser Microphones
Condenser microphones are favorites in recording studios because of their ability to offer 
high sensitivity, low noise and the capability of capturing the finest nuances and details of 
your recording, performance, or live presentation.

Live Series Microphones
The new Live Series microphones are specially-designed to vastly improve tonal clarity of 
stage performances. The new LSM Series are built to broadcast standards and come in 
“warm and bright” versions. The LSC Microphones include three interchangeable capsules so 
owning one LSC mic is like owning three different mics in one! 

USB Microphones
USB microphones are simple to use - just plug and play into any USB port and you’re up  
and running. Designed for use with desktop or laptop computers, USB microphones are  
frequently used by song writers, podcasters, broadcasters, educators and videographers.

Transmit Pure Sound  
Directly from the Source!

a ll MXL Microphones* are internally wired with Mogami, the highest quality cable 
you can buy, transmitting the purest audio signal directly from the source.  

MXL chooses only the finest components, assuring you the best quality recordings you  
can get from your microphone. 

*Select microphones also include Mogami XLR cables!
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andy varGaS
vocalist, Santana

The Mic That Ushers in a New Era in Live Sound!

our new Live Series microphones are specially-designed 
for live and stage performance. Outshining ordinary live 

microphones, the innovative Live Series uses condenser 
technology—vastly improving your performance,  
intelligibility and tonal clarity. In an instant, the inter-

changeable capsules can be exchanged providing  
a choice of three different microphone pickup  
patterns. Owning one MXL Live Series microphone 
is like owning three different mics in one! 

FROM SAnTAnA TO The neW SOUnD OF LATin SOUL….it is no coincidence that this northern California 
born native stays true to live musicianship. For the last eleven years (since 2000) Andy has sung for Carlos 
Santana in sold out stadiums around the world, performing to crowds in excess of 200,000 fans a night! F 

Hand-held Condenser Mic for Live Performance

	Outshines older live microphone technology  
 in performance and vocal clarity

	Designed for today’s new artists utilizing  
 today’s new equipment

	Like owning three mics in one!

part of MXL’s Live Series Collection, the LSC-1n (nickel) and LSC-1B (black) 
are live/stage condenser microphones that were specially designed 

for superior live performance, but are so well designed you can also use 
them in the studio. The LSC has three interchangeable capsules, creating 
three different polar pattern choices (cardioid/omni/hyper-cardioid). The LSC 
also includes a roll-off switch with steep cutoff for reduced handling noise 
and minimized proximity effect.

rugged carrying casecardioid/omni/ 
hyper-cardioid capsules

Marshall  
Microphone cable

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

“The MXL Live Series 
condenser mic picks up 

my pronunciation so 
much better than other 

microphones I’ve used on 
stage. It’s very power-

ful, I can sing into it and 
it doesn’t crack. There’s 

never any feedback, and 
there is much more clar-
ity than other mics I’ve 

used. My Live Series has a 
good feel to it—it makes 

me feel like I have a lot of 
power in my hands.”
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lsc-1n & 1B

included accessories

AvAILAbLe
In A vArIeTy

Of cOLOrS

Live Series as seen on 
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GLenn roSenSTein
producer/engineer
(U2, Madonna, Talking heads and 
many more)
  

“I shot out the reveLATIOn for an acoustic   
guitar session vs. my usual suspects. The  

revelation beat them all— it sounds remarkable. 
I love this microphone.”

A s a producer/mixer/engineer, Glenn’s projects 
have won three Grammy awards, garnered 
five Grammy nominations, and have won an 

oscar and a Golden Globe award.

roMeo JohnSon
vocal Coach/ArtistCurrently, Romeo can be seen in two reality Tv shows on MTv.  

he is the vocal Director and personal vocal Coach for Diddy  
in Making his Band and the vocal Coach and background  

section leader on p. Diddy’s StarMaker.

A 

I think The revelation is the best mic overall for  
recording, whether you’re singin’ r&b, Gospel, rock, 

Pop, country or even voice Over work.”

C 

Meet the LSM Series,  
MXL’s new dynamic microphones
d ynamic microphones have been a popular choice for professional vocal and broadcast  

applications for many years. Meeting the needs of today’s top artists, performers and live  
presenters, the new MXL LSM dynamic microphones are fine tuned to the requirements of  
professional broadcast studios.

Ruggedly constructed with a cardioid pattern, the LSMs are the quintessential microphones for 
eliminating unwanted feedback, providing the performer optimal results in a live performance, small 
assembly or arena setting.

Hand-held Dynamic Microphones

LSM-5GR (Bright)
	bright and polished for optimal live vocals

	engineered to allow lead vocals to cut through  
 the mix—providing excellent clarity in your performance

LSM-7GN (Warm)
	engineered with a warm and smooth tone that meets  
 demanding broadcast standards

	Specially optimized for live presentations or settings  
 where no enhancement of tone is needed

providing a solid low-end and clear high-end frequency spectrum, the 
LSM dynamic mics are the ideal microphones to reproduce your live  

performance or presentation. enhancing the artist’s nuances and ex-
pressions in rich detail, the LSM Series mics feature a convenient high 
reliability, magnetic contact on/off switch, enabling you to turn your mic 
off while it is not in use and leave it on stage while others are still per-
forming. The LSM’s cardioid patterns are ideal for eliminating unwanted 
feedback in live settings.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 
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lsM-5Gr & 7Gn

included accessory

tuBe Microphones
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LSM Series
	rugged construction
	Low handling noise

	Great feedback rejection
	convenient On/Off switch
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A fAvOrITe
AMOnG

PrODucerS
& enGIneerS

Shockmountaluminum Flight case power Supply

	class & performance that rival  
 tube mics costing thousands  
 of dollars

	Delivers rich, opulent and  
 transparent sound

	can handle any recording task 

	elegant midnight violet  
 custom body design

The MXL ReveLATiOn is an extraordinary studio 
microphone that delivers the warmth and intimacy 

of a quality tube microphone with extended clarity and 
punch for balanced recording. A dual gold-sputtered, 
6-micron diaphragm and hand selected eF86 pentode 
tube deliver warm, rich and transparent sound. it’s 
custom body design minimizes resonance. The 
ReveLATiOn’s polar pattern selection is virtually 
limitless thanks to the variable knob, allowing the 
ReveLATiOn to handle all of your recording tasks.

Variable Pattern Tube Microphone
revelation

included accessories
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FinGazz
producer/engineer/Artist

SheLdon reynoLdS
earth, Wind & Fire, The Commodores 

& many others

“The MXL GeneSIS is a microphone 
that just can’t be ignored. not only 
does it sound amazing, but it looks 

good too. I even asked if I could have 
one to wear around my neck!”

“In the beginning there was GeneSIS. 
Its amazing elements help to  

continue the sound of a legacy.”

Why Use a Tube Microphone?

J   ust as tube amplifiers appeal to guitarists yearning for the warmly over driven tones they 
hear on old analog recordings, tube microphones hold a special place in the hearts of 

many singers keen to add a little vintage warmth to their vocals.
GeneSiS  

power Supply
high-isolation  
Shockmount 

Metal Mesh pop FilterWooden  
Storage case 

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable & 7-pin  
Mogami® cable

Vacuum Tube Microphone
Genesis

included accessories
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	Smooth, rich tone and satiny high- 
 end that cuts through the mix with  
 spectacular detail

	rivals quality and performance  
 levels of mics priced thousands  
 of dollars 

	Stunning glossy crimson body  
 with gold grill and accents

The MXL geneSiS has gained world-wide  
attention as an outstanding tube microphone 

with features and performance levels found in 
mics priced thousands of dollars. known for 
its smooth, rich tone and silky high-end, MXL 
burns in each hand-selected, vintage Mullard 
12AT7 tube for days prior to shipment, ensuring 
flawless performance every time. 

PreferreD
by 

vOcALISTS

7-pin & XLr 
Mogami® cables
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cOMInG 
SOOn!

Dual Diaphragm Tube Microphone
Genesis ii

included accessories

	Has all the features of the  
 highly acclaimed GeneSIS with  
 the added feature of a dual  
 diaphragm

	Produces two sounds from one  
 microphone — warm and bright!

	Stunning glossy crimson body  
 with gold grill and accents 

The MXL geneSiS gained world-wide attention as 
an outstanding tube microphone with features and 

performance levels found in mics priced thousands of 
dollars. The geneSiS ii takes it to a new height of quality, 
possessing all the outstanding features of the original 
geneSiS, with the added feature of a dual diaphragm 
which allows you to change the tonality of the mic to 
suit your application. The geneSiS ii also includes the 
celebrated vintage Mullard 12AT7 vacuum tube, hand-
selected for the highest quality.
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Genesis  
power Supply

high-isolation  
Shockmount 

Metal Mesh pop FilterWooden  
Storage case 

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable & 7-pin  
Mogami® cable

TOP cHOIce
Of HIP HOP

ArTISTS

MOST  
verSATILe-
TwO MIcS

In One

Flight case dedicated 
power Supply 

high-isolation  
Shockmount 

dedicated 
power Supply 

high-isolation  
Shockmount 

hard Mount Mic 
Stand adapter 

aluminum 
Flight case

Mogami® Edition Vacuum Tube Condenser Mic
v69Medt

included accessories
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Dual Diaphragm Tube Microphone
v67i tuBe

included accessories

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable & 7-pin  
Mogami® cable

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable & 7-pin  
Mogami® cable

hard Mount Mic 
Stand adapter 

	Provides a winning combination  
 of both crispness and warmth

	wired with world-class Mogami®  
 cable

	Distinguished jet-black body with  
 a stunning 24K gold-plated grill

The MXL v69Medt is the standard of excel-
lence for tube condenser microphones. This 

microphone continues to impress artists with its 
rich mid-range, punchy forward character, and 
mix-ready vocals. Featuring a dual triode tube for 
warm, rich sound, the v69Medt is a must-have 
tool for professional and home studios.

	Two sounds from one  
 microphone — warm and bright!

	Stately hunter green body with 
 gold grill & detailing

	wired with world-class Mogami®  
 cable

This classic tube mic lets you indulge in the harmonic 
richness of a classic vacuum tube and take advantage 

of today’s leading-edge audio technologies. MXL is the 
only microphone company that uses an independently 
selectable capsule system that produces two sounds from 
one mic—warm or bright! Featuring a 12AT7 dual triode 
vacuum tube, a -10 dB attenuation pad and a high pass 
filter/bass roll off, the v67i Tube is the perfect solution to 
delivering superior sound quality on your recordings.

Patent Pending

aluminum Flight case dedicated power Supply high-isolation  
Shockmount 

Mogami® Edition Vacuum Tube Condenser Mic
v69xM

included accessories

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable & 7-pin  
Mogami® cable
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	An excellent choice for broadcast  
 and voice over

	Adds warmth and color to any  
 performance

	Distinguished jet-black body  
 featuring gold grill and detailing 

internally wired with world-class Mogami cable, 
the v69XM special Mogami edition is a versa-

tile vacuum tube condenser microphone with a 
32mm capsule and transformer balanced output 
for extremely high levels of tonal quality. The 
v69XM is a perfect complement to analog and 
digital recording devices and will give you superb 
vocal reproduction for years to come.

fAvOrITe
In 

brOADcAST
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“I got the cream of the crop, the GeneSIS for 

when we got singers or I just want to rap. The 

v67i has a nice warm sound but you can get hard 

with it as well. The MXL Gold 35 mic! every time 

one of my rap crew walks out the door I have to 

make sure my Gold 35 ain’t walkin’ with them.”

WiLLiaM earL “booTSy” coLLinS
James Brown, p-Funk, parliament

grammy winner William earl “Bootsy” Collins is  
a legendary American funk bassist, singer,  
and songwriter.g

Son of legendary rapper/producer Dr. Dre, Curtis Young is an 
influential part of a new generation of left coast artists who  
can not only rap but produce as well. 

curTiS younG
producer/Artist

“I have been to all the major recording studios in  

LA and Hollywood and have used some of the most 

expensive mics, but none of them do for me what 

MXL does. I am both impressed with the quality  

as well as with the design. MXL is a force to be  

reckoned with. I use them for all my recordings!” 

S

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable

Sturdy Wooden case
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Low-Noise Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
v177

included accessories
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Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
Gold 35

included accessories

Leatherette case high-isolation  
Shockmount

Windscreen  

	Highly esteemed by vocalists

	Provides crystal clear sound  
 quality and detail 

	elegant classic body design in  
 ivory with rich gold detailing

The MXL v177 combines visual appeal with 
modern condenser microphone technology. 

This large diaphragm cardioid condenser 
microphone is manufactured with premium 
materials and captures every vocal detail 
imaginable. The v177 is also versatile enough 
to use on all your finest instruments includ-
ing percussion, piano, strings, and acoustic 
guitars where clarity and detail are essential.

	excellent for broadcast and studio

	Provides the ultimate warmth  
 and openness

	Gold-sputtered diaphragm for  
 extremely accurate recordings 

	Striking gold-plated design

With its distinctive gold-plated finish, the MXL 
gold 35 is designed for artists and musi-

cians who want a studio mic that looks as good as 
it sounds. A gold-sputtered diaphragm with fixed 
cardioid pickup pattern and high SpL capability help 
this unique large-diaphragm condenser microphone 
reveal the most subtle sonic details. The gold 35 
excels in critical studio and broadcast applications as 
well as provides the ultimate warmth and openness. 

A
vOcALIST’S

DreAM!
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Low-Noise Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
v89

included accessories
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heavy duty  
Shockmount

Sturdy Wooden case

aluminum Flight case  Shockmount
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Studio Condenser Microphone
v88

included accessories

	Large diaphragm captures  
 every vocal detail and the sustain  
 and harmonics of your finest  
 instruments

	for rich, natural and accurate  
 recordings 

	Distinctive custom body design 
 in gunmetal gray

 

The v89 is a serious studio condenser micro-
phone that can tackle any recording task—from 

the natural tone of your favorite guitar, to the subtle 
details of a fine piano, to the raw attack of scream-
ing vocals. The custom body design minimizes body 
resonance, while a tuned grill cavity helps eliminate 
standing waves and reduces harmonic distortion. 

	One of our most versatile mics!

 · use one v88 for smooth vocal  
  recordings 

 · use two v88s for a  well-defined  
  stereo recording  of  overhead drums

 · use three v88s for outstanding  
  piano and instrument recordings

 · use five v88s to create your own  
  surround sound! 

The v88 is one of MXL’s most flexible and  
affordable studio condenser microphones.  

ideal for a wide range of applications, the MXL 
v88 captures the rich, beautiful sounds of the 
human voice and fine musical instruments. versatility 
makes the MXL v88 a perfect choice for broad-
casting and digital work stations. You’ll enjoy 
the kind of quality typically found in much more 
expensive classic microphones.

fIrST cHOIce
fOr ALL

InSTruMenTS

MOST
fLeXIbLe!
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Metal Mesh pop Filter Shockmount hard-Mount  
Microphone clip 

Low-Noise Condenser Microphone
v87

included accessories

included accessories
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hard-Mount  
Microphone clip 

Wooden  
Storage case

Custom Studio Condenser Microphone
trophy

	excellent for voice over and  
 vocal recordings

	 Incredibly warm and transparent

	Large gold diaphragm provides  
 pinpoint accuracy 

	Sleek silver body design 

This low-noise, big body condenser microphone 
is designed for the most critical recording 

applications. engineered with a FeT preamp and 
transformer-balanced output, the MXL v87 provides  
a punchy mid-range, tight low-end and offers  
immaculate voice over and vocal recordings.

	A great keepsake gift for your 
 favorite artist!

	Truly unique: the first microphone  
 with a removable nameplate for  
 personal inscriptions 

	Solid mid-range presence with  
 detailed “punch”

	winning classic chrome design

The MXL TROphY is the first vocal and instrument 
microphone with a removable nameplate for 

personal inscriptions. A truly unique studio mic with a 
classic design, the TROphY’s capsule and grill design 
minimize early reflections and standing waves for 
sonic perfection in a variety of recording applications. 

cOMPLeTe
vOcAL

SOLuTIOn

yOur Own
PerSOnALIzeD

MIc
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Dual Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
v67i

included accessories

Stereo Condenser Microphone 
v67Q

included accessories

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

Wooden  
Storage case 
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hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

10’ Stereo  
XLr  cable

Leatherette pouch

	Like owning two mics in one!

	Two sound choices: warm and bright

	Outstanding performance at a  
 reasonable price               

	Stately hunter green body with 
 gold grill & detailing

The MXL v67i is like owning two mics in one—
the front side has a warm, opulent sound, and 

the back side simulates some of the brighter more 
airy sounding characteristics of early tube mics. if 
you’re looking for several quality microphones but 
are on a limited budget, look no further, the v67i 
will give you the results you are looking for.

	Great for broadcasters and  
 on-air personalities

	excellent studio quality stereo  
 sound 

	Stately vintage body design in  
 in hunter green with gold grill  
 & detailing

Sound designers, broadcasters and on-air  
personalities love the v67Q stereo microphone 

for its open tonality that complements close miking 
and captures the natural reverb of a room. With 
an XY stereo pattern, v67Q utilizes left and right 
capsules for a true stereo experience. The MXL 
v67Q performs remarkably well in recording live 
performances, capturing room sound, or for use as 
an overhead mic for studio recording.

Patent Pending

Multi-Pattern Studio Microphone
2010

included accessories
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high-isolation  
Shockmount 

Windscreen
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Studio Microphone
v67G

included accessories

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

Leatherette pouch

	excellent for vocals!

	Praised for its smooth,  
 even sound

	Transformer-coupled output  
 for an open sound

	Stately vintage body design in   
      hunter green with gold grill &  
 detailing  

Designed mainly for vocals, the v67g combines 
Class A FeT circuitry and a transformer-coupled 

output for an open and pure sound. The v67g 
comes through with excellent vocals even in front 
of a busy mix and has great visual appeal with 
a gold-plated round grill and distinctive vintage 
inspired body.

	excellent for drum overheads or  
 guitar amps

	Sweet, satiny and transparent  
 sound

	wide dynamic range with  
 extremely low noise

	Sleek classic body design in nickel

 

perfectly at home on vocals and instruments, 
what makes the MXL 2010 so versatile is MXL’s 

multi-pattern design with omni, cardioid, and 
figure 8 polar patterns. The 2010 also includes a 
-10 dB attenuation switch for high sound pressure 
levels and a bass roll-off filter to effectively reduce 
rumble, pop and wind noise.

TOP
SeLLer

MOST
AffOrDAbLe
& verSATILe
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Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
2006

included accessories
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high-isolation  
Shockmount 

rugged carrying case

Large Capsule Condenser Microphone
2003a

included accessories
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high-isolation  
Shockmount 

Leatherette pouch

new &
IMPrOveD!

	excellent for capturing the pure  
 tones of all vocals

	celebrated for its clarity, presence  
 and detail in recordings

	elegant vintage body design in  
 matte ebony with gold detailing

The MXL 2003A is your go-to mic for all of your 
recording applications like acoustic guitar, 

where clarity, presence, and detail are essential. A 
switch selectable bass cut and -10dB pad provide 
additional recording options, and a transformerless 
FeT preamp offers exceptionally smooth and even 
response, pleasing even the pickiest of engineers.

	excellent for miking electric guitar 

	A sweet, smooth sounding  
 microphone

	Simple, extremely effective recording

	Lustrous silver classic body design

Designed with a large, highly sensitive 32mm 
condenser capsule, MXL 2006 captures the 

details and nuances of vocals, acoustic guitar, electric 
guitar cabinets, and even steps up for recording 
percussion. its impressive sound quality is backed 
by impressive engineering like Class A circuitry and 
a balanced transformerless output for outstanding 
results in recording studios and live applications.

Studio Condenser Microphone
440

included accessories

hard Mount Mic 
Stand adapter

Condenser Microphone
770

included accessories
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high-isolation  
Shockmount 

rugged carrying case
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	Legendary sonic characteristics  
 with a vintage sound

	Loved by vocalists for its solid bass 

	Outstanding performance at a  
 very affordable price!

	compact body design in matte   
 ebony with gold accenting 

The MXL 770 continues to amaze recording artists 
all over the world with its incredible price/

performance ratio. vocalists love the 770 for its 
solid bass, as well as its up front high-end. With a 
switchable bass cut and a -10 dB attenuation pad, 
the MXL 770 even uses a high quality FeT preamp 
with balanced output for a wide dynamic range.

	complements a wide range of vocal  
 and instrument applications

	Large gold diaphragm studio  
 condenser offers pristine sound 

	fine glossy black body with  
 gold detailing 

The MXL 440 is a handsomely sturdy studio  
condenser microphone designed to complement 

a wide variety of vocal and instrument applications. 
By combining a FeT preamp with an electrically- 
balanced output, the MXL 440 delivers an un-
compromised tonal quality perfect for all studio 
applications.

GreAT 
SOunDInG

& verSATILe
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Classic Ribbon Microphone
r77 & r77l

included accessories

XLr Mogami®  
Mic cable

Sturdy Wooden case desktop Stand  

The limited-edition 
r77L classic ribbon 
Microphone includes a 
world-renowned Lundahl 
transformer for superior 
tonal quality.

Ribbon Microphone
r144

included accessories

black Shockmount rugged carrying case

	excellent for recording acoustic  
 and electric guitars

	Smooth, silky classic sound

	radiant gold and silver vintage  
 body design

	wired with world-class  
 Mogami® cable

The MXL R77 is a classic ribbon microphone 
that delivers unbelievably neutral sound 

and stunning realism to vocal and instrument 
recordings. powerful and versatile, the R77 in-
corporates a Figure 8 polar pattern for extended 
sweet spots as well as a 1.8-micron aluminum 
ribbon for smooth lows and natural highs. 

	excellent for miking guitar amps

	Glossy, sheer, and natural  
 sound 

	Sleek compact body design 
 in indigo

This beautiful ribbon microphone is amazingly 
real on vocals and spectacular on instrument 

recordings, especially guitar amps. incorporating  
a true Figure 8 polar pattern and a 1.8-micron  
aluminum ribbon, the R144 offers smooth,  
transparent, and neutral sound. 
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studio Gear

What is “Phantom Power?”

p hantom power enables condenser microphones to operate. Phantom power is  

dC power, typically in the form of a 48 volt signal which is supplied to condenser 

microphones by either a dedicated preamplifier, a preamplifier built into an audio mixer’s 

input channel, or a computer interface with a built-in preamp.

Microphone Preamp/Compressor
Mpac-01
	eye-catching candy apple red finish

	clean and transparent tonality so it  
 won’t color your sound

	Sturdy construction for long-term reliability

	 In just one rack space, you also get a fully  
 controllable vcA compressor

Unleash your creative genius with the MXL MpAC-01—a state-of-the-art 
microphone preamp/compressor designed for today’s recording 

equipment. This exceedingly quiet mic preamp adds more than enough 
gain and includes features like an analog dBu meter for precise signal 
monitoring, -20dB pad for high decibel recordings (i.e., guitar amps, kick 
drums), balanced input/output and an unbalanced insert jack, variable 
frequency high pass filter (50-175hz) for precise control of low end  
frequencies, and supplies +48v  switchable phantom power. The 
MpAC-01 utilizes ThAT Corporation 1512 Opamps which are known 
for their exceptional low noise performance and extremely low ThD+n 
through the full audio bandwidth. This no-compromises preamp has a 
clean and transparent tonality so it won’t color your sound. The MpAC-01 
even functions as a compressor to control dynamics.

oPtional
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Small Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
v67n

included accessories

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

v67n omni capsule v67n cardioid capsule

	Our most versatile instrument mic,  
 the v67n includes interchangeable  
 capsules

	excellent for miking all instruments  
 for clear, balanced recordings

	Stately hunter green body with  
 stunning gold detailing

T he MXL v67n is a robust condenser micro-
phone that provides just the right amount of 

power, presence and clarity. hand-selected com-
ponents and transformer balanced output deliver 
a solid bottom end and exposed top, making it 
perfect for drums, piano, guitar, choirs, and many 
other applications. 

Large vs. Small Diaphragms

l arge diaphragm microphones (ldMs) are commonly the choice for recording studio vo-
cals, and any instrument where a “deeper” sound is desired. a large diaphragm micro-

phone basically “warms” up the sound of the recording, which also leads to the myth that most 
ldMs reproduce low frequencies better than small diaphragm mics; this isn’t true, in fact, 
small diaphragm mics are much better at reproducing everything evenly, including bass. You’ll 
want a pop filter if using a condenser for vocals; they’re sensitive to  the “P” and “SH” sounds 
you make and can cause distortion.

s mall diaphragm microphones (SdMs) are generally the best choice when you want a 
solid, wide frequency response and the best transient response, which as we mentioned 

before, is the ability for your microphone to reproduce fast sounds, such as stringed instruments. 
SdMs are also the preferred choice for concert taping.
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Small Diaphragm Condenser Microphone
604

included accessories

Instrument Microphone Pair
603 pair/ 603s single

included accessories

omnidirectional 
capsule

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

Wooden
Storage case

aluminum 
Flight case

high-isolation  
Shockmount  
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	excellent for concert taping

	Delivers stellar performance  
 and wide dynamic range

	Handles the most demanding  
 instrument miking applications

	Sleek nickel plated body design

The MXL 604 instrument microphone delivers 
the versatility and dynamic range musicians 

and artists crave for acoustic guitars, drums, 
high-hat cymbals, pianos, percussion, stringed 
instruments and more. Using transformerless FeT 
circuitry and a gold diaphragm capsule design, 
the MXL 604 also features -10 dB switchable 
attenuation pad, low-frequency roll-off, and an 
interchangeable omnidirectional capsule.

	 Ideal for recording orchestras,  
 operas or stage shows

	Open, transparent sound

	easy to use and ready to record on  
 stage or in studio

	Sleek nickel plated body design 

Designed with professional and working  
musicians in mind, the 603 instrument  

Microphone pair delivers the natural acoustic  
properties you need for overhead drums, piano, 
string instruments, and more. Designed with a 
gold-sputtered, 6 micron gold diaphragm, the 603 
pair is ideal for recording your orchestra, opera, 
stage show, etc. Also available as a single mic  
(MXL 603S); shockmount not included. 

eXceLLenT
fOr  

OverHeAD
MIcrOPHOne

uSAGe

TOP
SeLLer

available as a single microphone
603S
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Gonzo SandovaL

STevie “d” di STaniSLao

Gonzo SandovaL
Drummer/Recording Artist -  Armored Saint

“In the studio or live, I love my MXL mics! 
The A-55 Kicker equals punch,  

power and clarity!”

JonaThan MoFFeTT

STevie “d” di STaniSLao
L.A. Session & Touring Drummer

“The A-55 kicker bass drum mic  
delivers both punch and clarity! The 
cube mic speaks well on tom toms.”

“when I play drums, it’s emotional, dynamic and sensitive. The mics I use must  
translate the attitudes, sentiments and sensitivities that I exert. MXL mics translate 

these expressions from my mind, body and soul. what I give, they give. The audience 
hears, understands and feels it the way I intended them to. MXL Microphones speak  

for me and my “linguistics of sound!” 

JonaThan MoFFeTT
Drummer - The Jacksons, Madonna, Diana Ross, elton John

Drums & Percussion Condenser Microphone
druM cuBe

included accessories

	Acclaimed by pros as an outstanding  
 mic for toms!

	use on drum sets, bongos, congas  
 and more! 

	contemporary body design in glossy  
 ebony

The MXL Drum CUBe is one of the world’s 
best mics for drums and percussion. This 

unconventional-looking mic delivers big, full-
bodied sound that’s powerfully detailed. its 
gold sputtered, 6-micron diaphragm delivers 
professional sound, while a high SpL rating 
delivers on loud drums. Use it once, and the 
only thing you’ll cherish more than your MXL 
Drum CUBe is its amazingly low price.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

Leatherette pouch

Dynamic Drum Microphone
a-55 KicKer

included accessories

	Superior on kick drums!

	renowned for delivering punch  
 and clarity

	built for abuse with durable  
 metal construction 

	cool jet black body 

The MXL A-55 kicker is an impressively 
mighty dynamic mic for kick drums,  

bass cabinets, congas or any other low-
frequency instruments. Built for abuse  
with durable metal construction, the MXL 
A-55 captures deep bass and high end 
punch and has a clean and clear pick up for 
fast attacks.
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Recording Ensemble
550/551r

included accessories

	 Ideal for quality oriented but  
 budget-minded musicians

	captures robust vocals and  
 exceptional instrument clarity

	Glossy body in fire engine red  
 with silver detailing

The MXL 550/551 Recording ensemble 
delivers outstanding performance for 

both vocals and instruments. ideal for quality 
oriented but budget-minded musicians, the 
MXL 550/551 has a robust vocal condenser 
microphone with exceptional clarity and tonal 
quality, as well as an instrument microphone 
with the dynamic range needed for a wide 
variety of instruments. The 550 contains a FeT 
preamp with electrically balanced output for 
high quality, high-gain, low-noise recordings.
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hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

rugged carrying case hard Mount
Mic Stand adapter

Recording Pack
2001a/600

included accessories

	based on our wildly successful  
 2001 released years ago!

	Perfect for use in your project  
 studio

	Glossy jet-black and sleek  
 nickel duo 

You can’t beat the classics but you 
can reissue them and even improve 

them! Based on our wildly successful 2001 
released years ago, the MXL 2001A/600 
Recording pack includes a vocal condenser 
mic that’s perfect for use in your project 
studio. Also included in this commemorative 
pack is the MXL 600, a versatile instrument mic 
for drums, guitars, and more.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

rugged carrying case
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hard Mount  
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Recording Ensemble
440/441

included accessories

	complements a wide variety of  
 vocal & instrument applications

	Perfect for use on the road, on 
 acoustic instruments & on overhead  
 studio drums

	Glossy solid body in ebony with  
 gold accenting 

The MXL 440/441 is a beautiful 
microphone ensemble designed 

to complement a wide variety of vocal 
and instrument applications. The 440 
studio condenser microphone delivers 
an uncompromising tonal quality perfect 
for all project studio applications, while 
the MXL 441 instrument microphone 
provides the dynamic range needed for 
demanding instrument applications.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

rugged carrying case

Desktop Recording/Podcasting Kit
drK
	excellent choice for podcasters  
 or voice over artists!

	Provides professional sounding  
 music recordings into your laptop  
 or desktop 

	MXL DrK-Mac version available  
 (includes MXL ibooster) 

The DRk Mic kit is a fully self-
contained battery or phantom 

power condenser microphone kit that 
provides professional sounding music 
recordings. pair it with the optional 
MXL iBooster and the DRk can plug 
into the line-in port of most computers 
for use in voice over recording, location 
work, or podcasting.

included accessories

XLr-to-1/8”  
adapter cable

rugged carrying case hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

1/8”-to-1/4” adapterdesktop Tripod Stand XLr-to-XLr cable
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Mac and pC Compatible

24- bit USB Microphone
studio 24

included accessories

	Studio quality recordings

	 Includes GuI  
 (graphical user interface)  
 for more precise control over 
 gain structure

	Sleek silver body

	 Includes a free trial of  
 reAPer® cD software 

The MXL Studio 24 USB microphone is the perfect tool for 

traveling musicians, podcasters, and anyone who works with 

pro audio and wants high end features coupled with the conve-

nience of USB technology. Designed specifically for recording, the 

24bit/48khz USB microphone offers plug-and-play simplicity along 

with the highest level of sonic detail and the kind of audio nor-

mally found only in expensive, high-end multi-channel computer 

interfaces. The Studio 24 is unique in that it includes a graphical 

User interface (gUi) to control the analog functions within the mic, 

allowing the user to fine-tune audio adjustments such as phase, 

roll-off, and noise gate for greater control over the resulting sound. 

Other high-end features include a large condenser capsule with 

6-micron gold diaphragm and a front panel that includes a head-

phone jack for monitoring recordings with zero delay.

*Free trial 
version of 
ReApeR  
Recording  
Software  
included

What is “24-bit Performance?”

B it depth refers to the number of bits you have to capture audio. a 24 bit performance 
provides higher audio resolution, allowing for a wider dynamic range and the most 

precise capture of your audio signal into digital audio work stations.

24-bit /96kHz USB Condenser Microphone
usB.009

included accessories

	The first uSb microphone to  
 record at 24-bit/96 kHz!

	easy installation with no special  
 drivers required 

	Pc and Mac compatible 

	elegant silver exterior with  
 vibrant blue led light 

The first USB microphone to record at 
24-bit/96khz without expensive equipment, 

the USB.009 offers plug and play recording with 
high performance sound quality. This patented, 
feature-rich USB mic includes a large diaphragm 
and 32mm capsule, hand-selected components, 
a 1/8-inch headphone jack for zero latency 
monitoring, and analog rotary knobs to dial in 
just the right mix.

aluminum 
Flight case

uSb cabledesktop Stand hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 
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vinyl pouch uSb cable Softwarehard Mount
Mic Stand adapter

desktop stand
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USB Condenser Microphone
usB.008

included accessories

	A great announcer’s mic!

	no mixers, preamps or special  
 studio gear required

	completely plug and play for both  
 Pc and Mac

	Glossy ebony finish 

Delivering a new level of quality to 
desktop recording, the MXL USB.008 is 

not only a great announcer’s mic but works 
for all types of music and recording sound 
effects. plus, with MXL’s USB line of micro-
phones, you don’t have to buy expensive 
studio gear—just plug into your computer, 
set your preferences, and enjoy instant pro-
fessional CD quality recordings.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

uSb cabledesktop Tripod Standvinyl pouch
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Stereo USB Microphone
usB.007

included accessories

	 Ideal for live concerts, film/video  
 & stereo sound effects 

	Delivers outstanding clarity

	completely plug-and-play for  
 both Pc and Mac

	classy glossy silver finish 

The MXL USB.007 mic opens up new  
possibilities for direct stereo recording with 

a standard computer such as live performances 
in the professional, school and home  
environment. it’s also a very exciting tool for 
podcasting, multimedia, news and broadcast 
applications using portable computers for 
remote stereo recording of concerts, lectures, 
and more.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

uSb cablevinyl pouch desktop Tripod Stand

USB Cardioid Condenser Microphone 
usB.006

included accessories

	excellent choice for broadcasting

	extremely smooth and natural  
 sound

	no mixers, preamps or special  
 studio gear required

	classy gloss silver finish 
 

The MXL USB.006 Cardioid Condenser  
Microphone has an extremely smooth and 

natural sound. Completely plug and play, the 
MXL USB.006 doesn’t skimp on quality with a 
gold-sputtered diaphragm and 20hz-20khz 
frequency response. it even has a 3-position, 
switchable attenuation pad that makes it easy 
to configure this mic to just about any  
sound source.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

Windscreen uSb cablevinyl pouch desktop Tripod Stand
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USB Microphone
usB-77

included accessories

	Look and feel of a vintage mic

	 Instant professional cD quality  
 recordings

	record with your favorite software     

	Pc and Mac compatible

	vintage inspired body in glossy  
 ebony with silver grill and  
 detailing

aluminum 
Flight case

desktop Stand uSb cable

cLASSIc
LOOK,

IncreDIbLe
SOunD

TOP
SeLLer

The MXL USB-77 gives vocalists, musicians, 
broadcasters and podcasters the look 

and feel of a vintage microphone with all the 
conveniences of USB technology— including a 
headphone jack and analog gain control right 
on the mic! Record vocals, instruments and con-
duct interviews in style while experiencing studio 
level sound quality and zero latency direct 
monitoring. You don’t have to buy expensive 
studio gear; simply plug it into your computer 
and record with your favorite software.
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hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

uSb cable Tripod Stand

USB Condenser Microphone
pro-1B

included accessories

	excellent for any over-the-internet  
 communications service like oovoo,  
 Skype, AIM, Google Talk and ichat

	Dramatically reduces background  
 noise

	connects to a Pc or Mac

	easy to set up with no additional  
 power requirements 

get the most out of video conferencing 
with the MXL pro-1B. This high quality USB 

microphone is designed specifically for recording, 
podcasting, and video chats. it works wonder-
fully with any over-the-internet communications 
service like oovoo, Skype, AiM, google Talk and 
iChat. The MXL pro-1B dramatically reduces 
background noise and can also be used to 
record music and vocals right to your desktop 
or laptop computer.

Desktop Recording Kit
studio 1

included accessories

	excellent for traveling musicians

	warm and accurate sound  
 reproduction

	completely plug and play for  
 both Pc and Mac

	no mixers, preamps or special  
 studio gear required

	rugged construction in gunmetal  
 gray with black grill

The Studio 1 provides professional quality 
recordings of vocals and instruments directly 

into your computer. This very versatile audio 
toolkit is perfect for musicians, vocalists, pod-
casters, internet radio, digital music, Skype calls, 
voice-over recordings and sound effects. The 
Studio 1 USB mic is also well suited for recording 
meetings, lectures, and radio show interviews. 
The  Studio 1 includes 1/8-inch headphone jack 
for low latency monitoring.

rugged carrying case hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter 

uSb cable Tripod Stand
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Mic Mate™ series

Mic Mate™ usB
Mini Mixer Kit Record, listen and mix like a pro— 

at home, in the studio, or on the road

	Add up to four dynamic  
 microphones to your  
 desktop or laptop computer

	Perfect for group  
 rehearsals, video voice  
 overs, podcasting and  
 group interviews 

	works with your favorite  
 desktop audio recording  
 software

	Mac and Pc compatible

included accessories

The Mic Mate™ USB Mini Mixer kit puts the 
power of professional listening and recording 

in the palm of your hand! This portable all-in-one 
kit is perfect for musicians and composers, video 
voice overs, podcasters and educators who want 
quality sound recordings without having to buy 

or lug bulky, expensive audio gear. Simply plug 
the Mic Mate™ Mini Mixer into your pC or Mac, 
listen or record with your favorite software and 
experience the difference a professionally-mixed 
recording can make.

rugged carrying case hard Mount Mic  
Stand adapter 

uSb cable 4 XLr-to-mini  
Mic cables

desktop Tripod Stand

Mics not included

Mics not  
included

new retail
hang tag

packaging
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“A huge part of the T4 
Show is its podcast and 

youTube videos. I strive to 
make both media outlets 

as professional as possible 
and MXL microphones help 
me do just that. Pairing the 

v87 with a Mic Mate Pro 
allows a professional sound 
without a mixer. I can attest 
that you cannot go wrong 
with Any MXL product. “

XLR to USB Adapter with Gain
Mic Mate™ pro
	excellent for overdubbing or playing  
 along with music

	Plug and record with your favorite  
 software

	features gain and headphone controls

	works with virtually all microphones

	uSb powered!

	 Instantly start recording without any  
 special driver installations

This incredibly versatile and compact universal interface 
facilitates the connection of condenser recording micro-

phones directly to your computer via USB, effectively convert-
ing your existing microphone into a USB microphone. instantly 
start recording without any special driver installations — simply 
plug-and-play! To further simplify use, the MXL Mic Mate™ pro 

handles microphone gain and headphone volume adjustments 
with low profile rotary knobs, while the built-in headphone jack 
allows for zero-latency direct monitoring. Studio-quality computer 
recording is now within the reach of every aspiring musician and 
recording enthusiast.

	Supplies phantom power

Mic Mate™

classic
	PAr excellence award winner!

	converts any existing condenser  
 microphone to uSb

	Plug and record with your favorite  
 software

	no special drivers required

	Travel size body in champagne 

Mic Mate™ Classic converts 
any existing condenser 

microphone to USB, providing 48v 
phantom power. Complete with 
a studio-quality USB microphone 
preamp, fully balanced low-noise 
analog front end, and 3-position 
analog gain switch, the Mic Mate™ 
Classic’s size, 0.85” OD x 5.75” 
long, is perfect for travel.

This studio-quality USB  
dynamic microphone / preamp 

facilitates the connection of dynamic 
microphones directly to a computer 
via USB — effectively converting any 
dynamic microphone into a USB 
microphone. To further simplify using 
the microphone with a computer, the 
MXL Mic Mate™ Dynamic handles 
analog gain adjustment settings via 
a built-in three-position attenuation 
switch and has an input impedance 
of 4.98k Ohms balanced. 

Feed line level sources to your 
computer with the Mic Mate™ 

Line Level adapter and enjoy studio-
quality results. This pocket-sized 
device features a 16-bit Delta Sigma 
A/D converter with a sampling 
rate of 44.1khz and 48.0khz, three 
selectable gain levels (+10 dB, +4dB 
and -10 dB), and a fully balanced 
low-noise analog front end.

Mic Mate™

dynaMic
	converts any existing dynamic  
 microphone to uSb  

	 Incredibly versatile and compact 

	easy plug and record - no special  
 drivers required! 

	compact travel size with durable  
 die cast metal construction

Mic Mate™

line level
	The no-hassle solution for  
 gathering news feeds, transferring  
 audio from video, and archiving

	compact travel size with durable  
 die cast metal construction

PerfecT fOr
PODcASTInG,
vOIP, IM cHAT

& MOre!

MichaeL Manna
T4 Show and also Dr. Stevie from TnA Wrestling
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having top quality, reliable communication tools is crucial for effective business. 

internet-based companies like oovoo, Skype and google Talk are providing ways 

to connect, engage, and increase productivity for businesses of all sizes, while 

reducing money on travel and time to make decisions. Today, thanks to improvements in 

software and technology, video conferencing solutions offer clear, crisp video images and 

high sound quality. Organizations looking to deliver the best in tone, definition, and cov-

erage can enhance their audio experience with MXL USB microphones.

Mxl usB Mics deliver!

h

GOOSENECK MICROPHONE
ac-400
	uSb powered—plug it into your  
 computer and you’re ready to chat

	enjoy crystal clear audio on  
 Skype, oovoo, ichat, Google  
 Talk and AIM 

	connect up to four mics with  
 the Ac-40eXT gooseneck  
 extension mics 

	 Ideal for web conferencing and  
 video chats

	Mac and Pc compatible

new!

Back View

eXT.

USB Conference Microphone
ac-404

	Delivers outstanding sound  
 quality even in noisy  
 environments 

	Turn any location into a  
 conference room

	built-in headphone/speaker  
 monitoring jack

	 Includes 6’ uSb cable,  
 headphone/speaker jack and  
 leatherette zipper case

	Mac and Pc compatible

A  top selling USB conference mic, the  
AC-404 USB is a high quality microphone 

that dramatically improves voice quality on 
conference calls.  

new
PAcKAGInG

new retail
hang tag

packaging
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Expand Your Video Chat & Web Conferencing with 
MXL USB Gooseneck Microphones 

GOOSENECK EXTENSIONac-40ext

	 

eXTreMeLy
fLeXIbLe!

Back View

Add the optional Ac-40eXT 
 gooseneck extension  
  microphone to the Ac-400  
    or Ac-406 mics to extend  
 the range of your conference!

	Sturdy metal construction!

What Is a Boundary Microphone?

t ypically low profile, unidirectional microphones  
(180°), boundary mics use a cardioid pickup pat-
tern that favors sound coming directly in front of 

the microphone and is less sensitive to sound coming 
from behind the microphone element. these features 
make boundary mics ideal for conferencing, recording 
interviews, live concerts and studio recording sessions.

usB Mics: Business line

introducinG the ac-406 usB desKtop coMMunicator  
with optional GoosenecK extension Microphone

High fidelity web conferencing featuring  
advanced boundary microphone technologyThe MXL Ac-406 uSb Desktop communicator is like having  

a personal communications assistant right at your finger tips. 
Advanced boundary microphone design with 180-degree coverage 
makes internet conference calls feel like you’re in the middle of the 
action. The AC-406 also performs exceptionally well with speech-
to-text software programs and functions as a high quality speaker 
for playing music right from your desktop.

	Three capsule boundary design with 180°  
 coverage allows maximum feedback rejection

	excellent pick up response in large  
 conference rooms

	High quality speaker replaces bulky computer  
 speakers

	connect up to four mics with the Ac-40eXT  
 gooseneck extension mics 

	connects to your computer’s uSb port— 
 Pc and Mac

	 Includes headphone output jack and mute  
 switch!Back View

USB Conference Microphone
ac-408

A  top selling USB conference mic, the AC-408  
USB is a high quality microphone that dramatically 

improves voice quality on calls.  

	Delivers outstanding sound quality even  
 in noisy environments 

	Turn any location into a conference room

	 Includes 6’ uSb cable, headphone/  
 speaker jack and leatherette zipper case

	connect additional boundary mics with  
 the Ac-42eXT to extend coverage.

	Mac and Pc compatible

cOMInG 
SOOn!

See MXl’s Boundary Microphones on page 47.
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on the set 
with Mxl

6” Shotgun Microphone
fr-303

included accessories

	Perfect for digital and analog  
 videographers

	built-in XLr cable

W hen the subject is farther than a built-in camera mic will effectively record, you’ll 
need a good shotgun mic like the FR-303. Measuring 6 inches in length, the  

FR-303 offers clear, high quality recordings and is perfect for videographers who want 
a shorter mic mounted on camera.

Windscreen

6 in / 152.4 mm

14.5” Shotgun Microphonefr-304

included accessories

	Great choice for the consumer,  
 semi-pro or professional  
 videographer on the go

	Self-powered via AA battery or  
 camera supplied power  

The MXL FR-304 Shotgun Microphone is a great choice for the consumer,  
semi-pro or professional videographer on the go. The FR-304 includes a FeT 

preamp and can be used in a variety of situations either under its own power or  
via camera and is supplied with a standard AA battery with 160+ hour life. 

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

Windscreen

14.5 in / 368 mm

verSATILe!

PerfecT
fOr

vIDeO-
GrAPHerS

16.5” Super-Cardioid Shotgun Microphone
fr-301

included accessories

	Phantom Powered

	clear, accurate recordings

	Designed for video production  
 and broadcast applications

Designed for video production and broadcast applications, the MXL FR-301 
phantom powered shotgun microphone offers clear, accurate recordings and 

exceptional side rejection. Measuring over 16 inches, the FR-301’s narrow pattern 
allows you to single out your subject when there is unwanted background noise 
the built-in camera mic can’t handle. This mic can also be used for general video 
recordings like weddings as well as for Foley work and interviews.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

Windscreen

16.5 in / 419 mm

hot Shoe
Microphone Mount

hot Shoe
Microphone Mount

hot Shoe
Microphone Mount
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10” Shotgun Microphonefr-300

included accessories

	clear, high quality recordings

	Great for weddings, foley work,  
 and interviews

	Point and record your audio 

The MXL FR-300 phantom powered shotgun microphone allows videographers 
to reach out to subjects for clear, high quality recording. The MXL FR-300 can 

also be used for general video recordings like weddings as well as for Foley work, 
interviews, and other settings when the distance to the subject is farther than the 
built-in camera mic will allow.

hard Mount  
Mic Stand adapter

Windscreen

10 in / 254 mm

Lavalier Interview Kit 
fr-355K
	 Incredible flexibility for interviews 

	Two for the price of one!

 This economical and unobtrusive Lava-
lier interview kit is designed for general 

speech and interview applications.  Wired for 
48v phantom power, the FR335k interview kit 
includes two Lavalier mics: one with an omni 
pick-up pattern and one cardioid pattern.

Omni* cardioid*

IncreDIbLe
fLeXIbLITy

fOr
InTervIewS !

*windscreens included

	 Ideal for stage, live  
 performances, instrumental  
 recordings, and houses of  
 worship

	wide reaching range

Although it’s commonly 
used in front of a stage 

to pick up concerts or theater 
events, the FR-400 boundary 
mic has a wide cardioid pattern 
and can be used in other  
applications like under the lid 
of a piano. The switch located 
on the bottom of the mic can 
be used to boost or cut low 
frequencies by 6 dB in order to 
balance the frequency response 
for smooth, natural sound.

Boundary Microphone
fr-400

	Great for stage, live  
 performances, interviews,  
 and podcasting

	easy podium placement

	built-in 15’ XLr cable 

The MXL FR-401 bound-
ary mic is designed to 

pickup multiple sources from 
a distance while avoiding 
unwanted sounds from be-
hind the mic. Some common 
applications include record-
ing interviews, live concerts, 
studio recording sessions, or 
plugging directly into a video 
camera to make sure you get 
all the audio on set.

Boundary Microphone
fr-401

	wide pattern for stage,  
 live performance,  
 interviews, houses of  
 worship, podcasting,  
 and concerts

	 Includes 15’ mini  
 XLr-to-XLr cable

The MXL FR-402 is a 
multipurpose boundary 

mic with a wide pattern and 
low profile. You can use this 
mic on a number of different 
sources in almost any loca-
tion. it’s also right at home on 
a conference table, recording 
interviews, connected to a 
video camera for field record-
ing or capturing audio from a 
concert or play. 

Boundary Microphone
fr-402

15’ mini 
XLr-to-XLr cable

included 
accessory

eXceLLenT
fOr 

STAGe
recOrDInG!

reLIAbLe
& 

STurDy

hot Shoe
Microphone Mount
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Mxl 41-603
high-isolation shockmount  
(MXL 603, 604, 600, v67n and 991)

Mxl-56
high-isolation shockmount for  
microphones with a tapered body  
(MXL 2001A, 2003, and 2010)

Mxl-57 (Black)
high-isolation shockmount for MXL v67 
Series, v69, 2006 and other mics with a 
47mm diameter

Mxl-57-s (silver)
high-isolation shockmount for  
MXL v67 Series, v69, 2006 and other 
mics with a 47mm diameter

Mxl-70
high-isolation shockmount for MXL 
770/990 and other mics with a diameter 
of 60mm

Mxl-90 
Microphone shockmount for  
MXL 770/990 and other mics  
with a diameter of 60mm  

Mxl-60 
high-isolation shockmount designed  
for use with the geneSiS (Also available 
in black)

Mxl usM-001
Universal heavy-duty basket shock-
mount (fits most MXL microphones)

Mxl usM-002 
Universal low profile shockmount  
(fits most MXL microphones)

Mxl ds-01
Universal desktop tripod mic stand with 
extendable legs

pf-001
Universal condenser microphone  
pop filter  

pf-002 (Black)
Universal metal mesh pop filter 

pf-003 (silver)
Universal metal mesh pop filter

Mxl Bcd-stand 
professional studio desktop microphone 
stand with built-in XLR cable. includes 
screw mount and clamp mount 

Mic not
included

pf-004-G (Gold)
Metal mesh pop filter for geneSiS
(Fits mics with diameter of 57.25mm 
or 2¼”. Also fits MXL 960, 4000, 992, 
990 USB)

Mxl h-03

Mxl ws-002
Windscreen for larger grill microphones 
(MXL 990, 960, 992, 770, 4000 and 
geneSiS) 

Mxl Mt-001
hard mount mic stand adapter for most 
MXL microphones

Mxl ws-001
Windscreen for large grill microphones 
such as MXL v67g, v67i, 2006, v69, 
v6 and more 

pf-005-G (Gold)
Metal mesh pop filter (Fits mics with diam-
eter of 47.25mm or 1 7/8”. Also fits MXL 
v67g, v67i, v67i Tube, 2001, 2003, 2006, 
v67Q, v63M, 3000, 909, and 990)

Mxl 603/604 
omni cap
pair of omnidirectional capsules for  
MXL 603 and 604 mics 

hard mount mic stand adapter  
(MXL 603, 604, v67n and 991)

Mxl-v6-h
hard mount mic stand adapter  
(MXL v6, M3, v87, USB.009 and  
Studio 1 USB) 

Mxl iBooster
Signal compatibility interface for  
Mac computers

Mxl ps-69 
Replacement power supply for  
v69 microphone

Mxl-v69 cable1
15 ft. Mogami tube microphone 
cable for MXL v69 (XLR 7-pin)

Mxl usB cable 6
6 ft. USB 2.0 cable

A professional-grade polishing & 
cleaning material for microphones, 
instruments, computer screens, cell 
phones and more  
(part #: MXL-CL/CL-01)

Mxl’s Multi-use  
Microfiber  
cleaning cloth

Marshall professional 
Microphone cable 
For studio recording & audio  
broadcasting. Available in lengths of  
3, 6, 10, 15, and 25 feet

pf-004-ss (silver)
Metal mesh pop filter for MXL 4000
(Fits mics with diameter of 57.25mm or 
2¼”. Also fits MXL 960, 992, and 990 USB)

pf-004-G (Gold)
Metal mesh pop filter for geneSiS
(Fits mics with diameter of 57.25mm 
or 2¼”. Also fits MXL 960, 4000, 992, 
990 USB)

ds-o3
Desktop microphone table stand
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v69Medt Mogami® Edition Vacuum Tube Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
32mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold sputtered   
Frequency range:  
20hz -18khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 22 mv/pa
impedance: 200 ohms 
equivalent noise: 22 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 72 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
140 dB
power requirements: 
110/220 vAC, 50-6 hz/ 
Dedicated power supply
Size: 1.85 in. x 8.5 in/ 
47mm x 218mm
Weight: 1 lb/453g
Metal Finish: Black with 
gold grill 

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty:  
3 yrs./1 yr. tube

v67i Tube Dual Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient tube 
condenser
diaphragms: 6 and 8 micron 
gold-sputtered   
capsule size: 32mm/1.26 in.
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 22 mv/pa
impedance: 200 ohms 
attenuation Switch: 0 
dB, -10 dB

high pass Filter: 6 dB/ 
octave @ 150 hz 
equivalent noise: 22 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 72 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
140/150 dB (0dB/-10dB pad)
power requirements: 
110/220vAC/50-60hz/ 
Dedicated power supply 
Size: 47mm x 184mm
Weight: 1.5 lbs
Metal Finish: green with 
gold grill

Warm bright0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs./1 yr. tube

v69XM Mogami® Edition Vacuum Tube Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient tube 
condenser mic
diaphragm: 6 micron,  
gold-sputtered 
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: -28 dB re 1v/pa
impedance: 200 ohms
output: Transformer 
balanced
S/n ratio: 74 dB

equivalent noise Level: -20 
dBA (A-weighted ieC 651)
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
122 dB SpL
power requirements: 
110/220 vAC, 50-60hz 
Dedicated power supply 
Size: 1.8 in x 7.2 in./ 
47mm x 184mm
Weight: 1.05 lbs/476g
Metal Finish: Black with 
gold grill

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty:  
3 yrs./1 yr. tube

v177 Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser mic

diaphragm: gold-sputtered, 
6 micron diaphragm 

Frequency range:  
20 hz-20 khz

polar pattern: Cardioid

Sensitivity: -41dB re 1 v/pa

impedance: 200 ohms

equivalent noise Level: 
-13dBA (A-weighted ieC 651)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
145dB SpL
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)

current consumption:  
6.6mA

Size: 65mm x 180mm/2.56 
in x 7.09 in

Weight: 1.75  lb

color: White and gold

Polar Pattern frequency chart

0

90270

180

Warranty: 3 yrs.

Demystifying Polar Charts
A cardioid      microphone picks up sound from the front of the microphone,  
less sound from the sides, and has good rejection of sound to the back of the  
microphone. Cardioid mics are recommended for vocal applications, live, record-
ing, and in situations where the acoustics are good but not perfect. the cardioid 
pattern is also good for vocal and instrument recording in a studio environment. 

A hyper-cardioid        microphone picks up sound from the front of the mic and 
rejects sound from the sides and back. Hyper-cardioid microphones help reduce 
feedback and are recommended for indoor and outdoor applications where the 
acoustics are less than ideal. the narrow directional pattern also helps minimize 
sound bleed. 

An omni-directional      microphone picks up sound equally from all sides of 
the mic. omni-directional mics are recommended for environments with very good 
acoustics as they tend to pickup ambient noise. omni-directional mics are less 
sensitive to plosives, handling noise, and proximity effect. these mics are well 
suited for close miking live sound reinforcement. For live applications, however, an 
experienced live sound engineer may be necessary. 

A figure-8      microphone picks up sound equally from both sides of the mic’s 
diaphragm. it rejects sound from the sides, as a cardioid pattern would, but picks 
up sound equally well from the rear as it does the side.

Most ribbon microphones are in figure-8 configurations. due to their sensitivity,  
ribbon microphones are recommended for harsh, high-SPl environments.  
Figure-8 microphones are commonly used in “mid-side” recording setups.

cOMInG 
SOOn!

reveLaTion Variable Pattern Tube Microphone

Specifications
Type: variable pattern Tube  
Condenser Microphone
diaphragm: Dual gold-
sputtered, 6 micron diaphragm 
tube type: eF86
Frequency range:  
20 hz-20 khz
polar pattern:  
Continuously variable
sensitivity:  -40 dB re 1 v/pa
impedance: 140 ohms
pre-attenuation switch:  
0 dB, -10 dB
s/n ratio:  76 dB

equivalent noise level: -18 
dBA (A-weighted ieC 651)
Max spl for 0.5% thd:   
138 dB SpL
high pass filter: 12 dB/ 
octave @ 125hz
power requirements: 
Revelation power Supply Unit 
110/220 vAC, 50/60hz
size: 7 1/2” X 2 1/2”/190mm x 
63.5mm (mic only)
weight: 2lbs/907g (mic only)
Metal finish: Dark violet and 
Chrome

125Hz

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Cardioid      

Figure-8

Omni

0

90270

180

Warranty: 3 yrs./90 days tube

GeneSiS Vacuum Tube Microphone

Specifications
Tube Type: Mullard 12AT7 
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered 
Frequency response:  
20hz - 20khz 
polar pattern: Cardioid 
capsule size: 32mm
output impedance:  
200 ohms 
pre-attenuation Switch:  
0 dB, -10 dB 
high pass Filter: 6 dB/ 
octave @ 150hz 

equivalent noise: 18 dB  
(A-weighted ieC 268-4) 
S/n ratio: 78 dB  
(Ref. 1pa A-weighted) 
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 130 
dB/140 dB (0dB, -10 dB pad) 
power requirements: 
dedicated power supply 
included
Size: 2.3 in x 9.4 in/59mm 
x 240mm
Weight: 1.55 lbs/703g
Metal Finish: Red with 
gold grill

90270

180

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs./90 days tube

LSc-1n & 1b Hand-held Condenser Mic

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser mic
diaphragm: gold-sputtered, 
6 micron diaphragm 
Frequency range:  
20 hz-20 khz 
polar pattern: Cardioid/
Omni/hyper-cardioid 
Sensitivity: -45 dB re 1 v/pa 
impedance: 150 ohms 
equivalent noise: -16 dBA 
(A-weighted ieC 651) 

S/n ratio: 78 dB
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
148 dB SpL 
power requirements: 
phantom power 48v Â± 4v 
Size: 7”x 2”
Weight: 0.8 lbs /362.87g 
Metal Finish: LSC-1n nickel / 
LSC-1B Black

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern

frequency chart
Warranty: 3 yrs.

Cardioid      

Omni

Hyper-
Cardioid      

Hz150

GeneSiS ii Dual Diaphragm Tube Microphone

cOMInG 
SOOn!

LSM-5Gr & 7Gn
Hand-held Dynamic  Microphone
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GoLd 35 Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: Condenser  
pressure gradient mic
capsule: 35mm/ 
1.37 in. capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 26mv/pa
impedance: 150 ohms
S/n ratio: 81 dB  
(Ref.1pa A-weighted)

equivalent noise Level: 14 
dBA (A-weighted ieC 651)
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
136 dB
power requirements:  
phantom power 48v (+/-4v)
current consumption: 
5.4mA
Size: 2.24 in. x 9.25 in./ 
57mm x 235mm
Weight: 1.7 lbs/771g
Metal Finish: gold plated

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

v89 Low-Noise Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
studio condenser mic
capsule size: 32mm/1.26 in.
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered 
Frequency range:  
20 hz - 20 khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: -32 dB re 1 v/pa
impedance: 150 ohms
Max output 1k load: +13 dB
equivalent noise: 14 dB  
(A-weighted ieC 651)

S/n ratio: 80 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A-weighted)  
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
138 dB
dynamic range: 124 dB

power requirements: 
phantom power 48v +/- 4v

Size: 2.5 x 7.2 in/ 
64mm x 185mm
Weight: 1.85 lbs/839g
Metal Finish: grey

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

v88 Studio Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
capsule: 32mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered 
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 25 mv/pa
impedance: 150 ohms 
equivalent noise: 14 dB  
(A-weighted ieC 651)
S/n ratio: 80 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
138 dB
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
Size: 2.08 in x 5.7 in./ 
53mm x 146mm
Weight: 1 lb/453g
Metal Finish: nickel plated

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

v87 Low-Noise Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser microphone 
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered 
capsule size: 32mm
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz 
polar pattern: Cardioid 
impedance: 200 ohms 
S/n ratio: 85.5 dB  
(Ref. 1pa A-weighted) 
equivalent noise Level: 8.5 
dB (A weighted ieC 268-4) 

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
136 dB 
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v) 
Size: 1.8 in.x 7.4 in./ 
47mm x 190mm 
Weight: 1.1 lbs/498g 
Metal Finish: nickel

0

90270

180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

The Trophy Custom Studio Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser mic
capsule: Side-tapped 34mm
diaphragm: gold-sputtered, 
6 micron diaphragm 
Frequency range:  
20 hz-20 khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity:  -41.9dB re 1 v/pa
impedance: 200 ohms
S/n ratio:  83dB
equivalent noise Level: 
-11dBA (A-weighted ieC 651)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
142dB SpL
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
current consumption:  
6.6mA
Size: 52mm x 165mm/ 
2.05 in. x 6.50 in.
Weight: 1.70lb/760g
Metal Finish: Chrome

0

90270
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

v67i Dual Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications

Type: Selectable pressure 
gradient 32mm capsules
diaphragms: 6 and 8 micron 
gold-sputtered 
Frequency range:  
30hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 22 mv/pa
impedance: 200 ohms 
attenuation Switch:  
0 dB, -6 dB
high pass Filter: 6 dB/ 
octave @ 150hz 

equivalent noise: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 78 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
140 dB
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
Size: 1.8 in x 7.2 in/ 
47mm x 184mm
Weight: 1.3 lbs/589g
Metal Finish: green with 
gold grill

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warm bright0

90270
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Warranty: 3 yrs.

v67q Stereo Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
22mm capsules in XY stereo 
configuration
diaphragms: 6 micron gold-
sputtered
Frequency range:  
20 hz - 20 khz
polar pattern: 90° XY Stereo
Sensitivity: 20 mv/pa
impedance: 100 ohms 
per side
equivalent noise: 14 dB  
(A weighted ieC 651)

S/n ratio: 80 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  
Max SpL for .5% Thd:  
132 dB
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
Size: 1.8in x 72 in/ 
47mm x 184mm
Weight: 2.35 lbs/106g
Metal Finish: green with 
gold grill 

0

90270

180
right capsule
Left capsule

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

v67G Large Capsule Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
32mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range:  
30hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 15 mv/pa
impedance: 200 
equivalent noise: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 74 dB  
(Ref. 1 pA A weighted)  

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
130 dB
power requirements:  
phantom power 48v +/- 4v
Size: 47 mm x 184 
mm/1.8mm x 7.2in
Weight: 1.3 lbs/589g
Metal Finish: green with 
gold grill

0
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180

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.
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2003a Low Noise Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser mic  
diaphragm: 3 micron  
gold-sputtered 
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: -42.9dB re 1 v/pa
impedance: 200 ohms
S/n ratio: 83 dB
equivalent noise Level:  
11 dB (A-weighted ieC 651)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:   
152 dB SpL
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
current consumption: 
6.6mA
Weight: 1 lb/453.59g
Size: 1.97 in. x 7.48 in./ 
50mm x 190mm
Metal Finish: Black with 
black grill

0
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

2006 Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
32mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range:  
30hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 18 mv/pa
impedance: 150 ohms 
equivalent noise: 16 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 78 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
130 dB
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
Size: 1.8 in x 7.2 in/ 
47mm x 183mm
Weight: 1.3 lbs/589g
Metal Finish: nickel plated

0
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

770 Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
22mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range:  
30hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 15 mv/pa
impedance: 150 ohms 
pre-attenuation Switch:  
0 dB, -10 dB
high pass Filter: 6 dB/ 
octave @ 150hz 

equivalent noise: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 74 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  
Max SpL for .5% Thd:  
137 dB
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
Size: 2.3in x 6.2in/ 
59mm x 158mm
Weight: 1 lb/453g
Metal Finish: Black

0
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Warranty: 1 yr.

r77/r77L Classic Ribbon Microphone

Specifications
Type: Ribbon velocity 
Microphone
ribbon element: 1.8-micron 
aluminum ribbon
Frequency range:  
20hz -18khz 
polar pattern: Figure 8
Sensitivity: -55 dB  
(0 dB=1v/pa) 
impedance: 270 ohms
rated Load impedance: 
>1500 Ohms 

Max SpL for 0.1% Thd:  
>135 dB @1 khz
Size:  2.56 in x 7.09 in/ 
65mm x 180mm
Weight:  1.9lbs/860g 
Metal Finish:  gold and 
Chrome

0
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1 yr./Ribbon not covered

r144 Ribbon Microphone

Specifications
Type: Ribbon velocity 
Microphone
ribbon element: 1.8-micron 
aluminum ribbon
ribbon Length: 47mm
Frequency range:  
20hz -17khz
polar pattern: Figure 8
Sensitivity: -56 dB  
(0 dB=1v/pa)
impedance: 250 ohms
rated Load impedance: 
>1500 Ohms

Max SpL for 0.1% Thd:  
>130 dB @1 khz
Size: 47mm x 171mm/ 
1.85 in. x 6.75 in.
Weight: 400g/0.85 lbs
Metal Finish: purple and 
chrome

0
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1 yr./Ribbon not covered

v67n Small Diaphragm Instrument Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser mic
diaphragm: gold-sputtered, 
6 micron diaphragm 
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid/
Omni
Sensitivity: -49 dB re 1 v/pa
impedance: 150 ohms
output: Transformer 
balanced
S/n ratio: 78 dB

equivalent noise Level: 
-16dBA (A-weighted ieC 651)
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
148 dB SpL
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v) 
current consumption: 
5.2mA
Size: 4.8 in x .0 in/ 
124mm x 23mm
Weight: 0.2 lbs/90g
Metal Finish: green with 
gold grill

0
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180cardioid
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

440 Studio Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser microphone

Frequency range: 30 hz 
– 20 khz

polar pattern: Cardioid

Sensitivity: 15mv/pa

impedance: 200Ω

S/n ratio: 80dB (Ref. 1pa 
A-weighted)

equivalent noise Level: 
20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
130 dB

power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)

current consumption: 
<3.0mA

Size: 2 in. x 7 in./53mm x 
180mm

Weight: 1.2 lbs/544g

Metal Finish: Black with 
gold print

0
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

2010 Multi-Pattern Studio Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient  
32mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range:  
30 hz - 20 khz
polar pattern: Cardioid/ 
Figure 8/Omni 
Sensitivity: 15 mv/pa
impedance: 200 ohms 
attenuation Switch:  
0 dB, -10 dB 
high pass Filter: 6 dB/
octave @ 150 hz 

equivalent noise: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 74 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
130 dB/140 dB  
(0dB, -10 dB pad)
power requirements: 
48v phantom power 
(+/- 4v)
Size: 1.9 in x 7.4 in/ 
50mm x 190mm
Weight: 1.16 lbs/526g
Metal Finish: nickel plated

Polar Patterns

frequency chart
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Warranty: 3 yrs.

Warranty: 1 yr.
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druM cube Drums & Percussion Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
32mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered  
Frequency range:  
20hz - 20khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: 20mv/pa
impedance: 100 Ohms
Max SpL: 132 dB
S/n ratio: 80 dB, 1khz @1pa 
equivalent noise: 14 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4) 

power requirements: 
48v phantom power (+/- 4v)
current consumption: 
<3.5mA 
Size: 4.75” x 2”
Weight: 0.85 lbs.
Metal Finish: Black with 
chrome grill 

0

90270
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

a-55 kicker Dynamic Drum Microphone

Specifications
Type: Dynamic
Frequency range: 30hz - 15khz
polar pattern: Cardioid
Sensitivity: -76 dB (+/-3dB @ 1khz)
impedance: 300 Ohms
Size: 60 x 130mm
Weight: 540g
Metal: Finish: Black 

frequency chart

Warranty: 1yr.

603 pair/ 603S SinGLe

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
condenser capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range:  
30hz - 20khz 
polar pattern: Cardioid 
Sensitivity: 10mv/pa 
impedance: 200 ohms  
S/n ratio: 80 dB  
(Ref. 1pa A-weighted) 
equivalent noise Level: 18 
dB (A weighted ieC 268-4) 

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 
134 dB 
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (±4v) 
Size: 86 in. x 5.2 in./ 
22mm x 133mm
Weight: 0.3 lb/136g  
(individual mic weight) 
Metal Finish: Silver

0

90270

1808khz
2khz

Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

550/551r Recording Pack
Specifications

550
Type: pressure gradient condenser 
microphone 

Frequency range: 30hz - 20khz 

 Sensitivity: 15mv/pa 

impedance: 200 ohms  

S/n ratio: 80 dB (Ref. 1pa A-weighted) 

equivalent noise Level: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4) 

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 130 dB 

power requirements: 48v phantom 
power (+/- 4v) 

current consumption: <3.0mA 

Size: 1.8in. x 6.6.in./47mm x 170mm

Weight: 0.8 lbs/362g 

Metal Finish: Red with chrome grill 

551
Type: pressure gradient condenser 
microphone

Frequency range: 30 hz - 20 khz 

polar pattern: Cardioid 

Sensitivity: 15mv/pa 

impedance: 110 ohms 

S/n ratio: 78dB (Ref. 1pa A-weighted) 

equivalent noise Level: 20 dB (A 
weighted ieC 268-4) 

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 137 dB 

power requirements: 48v phantom 
power (+/- 4v)

current consumption: <3.0mA 

Size: .86 in. x 5.2in./22mm x 134mm

Weight: 0.2 lbs/90g

Metal Finish: Red with chrome grill 

550 frequency chart & Polar Pattern
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551 frequency chart & Polar Pattern

2001a/600 Recording Pack
Specifications

2001A
Type: pressure gradient 32mm capsule

diaphragm: 6 micron gold-sputtered

Frequency range: 20hz - 20khz

polar pattern: Cardioid

Sensitivity: 15mv/pa

impedance: 200 ohms 

output: Transformer balanced

S/n ratio: 80dB (Ref. 1pa A-weighted)

equivalent noise Level: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 130 dB

power requirements: 48v phantom 
power (+/- 4v)

current consumption: <3.0mA

Size: 1.9 in. x 7.4 in./50mm x 190mm

Weight: 1.2 lbs/544g

Metal Finish: Black with gold print

600  

Type: pressure gradient condenser 
microphone

Frequency response: 30 hz - 20 khz 

polar pattern: Cardioid 

Sensitivity: 10mv/pa  

impedance:  200 ohms 

equivalent noise:  18 dB  
(A-weighted ieC 268-4) 

S/n ratio: 80 dB (Ref. 1pa A-weighted) 

Max SpL for .5% Thd: 134 dB 

power Requirements:  48v phantom 
power (+/- 4v) 

current consumption:  <3.0mA 

Size:  .86 in. x 5.3 in./22mm x 135mm 

Weight: 0.35 lbs/158g 

Metal Finish: nickel

2001A frequency chart & Polar Pattern
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440/441 Recording Pack
Specifications

440 

Type: pressure gradient condenser 
microphone

Frequency range: 30 hz – 20 khz

polar pattern: Cardioid

Sensitivity: 15mv/pa

impedance: 200Ω

S/n ratio: 80dB (Ref. 1pa A-weighted)

equivalent noise Level: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 130 dB

power requirements: 48v phantom 
power (+/- 4v)

current consumption: <3.0mA

Size: 2 in. x 7 in./53mm x 180mm

Weight: 1.2 lbs/544g

Metal Finish: Black with gold print

441 

Type: pressure gradient condenser 
microphone

Frequency range: 30 hz – 18 khz

polar pattern: Cardioid

Sensitivity: 15mv/pa

impedance: 110Ω

S/n ratio: 78dB (Ref. 1pa A-weighted)

equivalent noise Level: 20 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)

Max SpL for 0.5% Thd: 137 dB

power requirements: phantom power 
48v ±4v)

current consumption: <3.0mA

Size: .86 in. x 5.2 in./22mm x 134mm

Weight: 0.35 lbs/158g

Metal Finish: Black with gold print

440 frequency chart & Polar Pattern

441 frequency chart & Polar Pattern

600 frequency chart & Polar Pattern

2 khz
8 khz

2 khz
8 khz
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Warranty: 3 yrs.

Warranty: 1yr.

Warranty: 1yr.

604 Small Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

Specifications
Type: pressure gradient 
22mm capsule
diaphragm: 6 micron  
gold-sputtered
Frequency range: 30 hz 
- 20 khz
polar pattern: Cardioid/
Omnidirectional
Sensitivity: 15 mv/pa
impedance: 150 ohms 
pre-attenuation Switch:  
0 dB, -10 dB

high pass Filter: 6 dB/ 
octave @ 150 hz 
equivalent noise: 17 dB  
(A weighted ieC 268-4)
S/n ratio: 77 dB  
(Ref. 1 pa A weighted)  
Max SpL for 0.5% Thd:  
137 dB
power requirements: 48v 
phantom power (+/- 4v)
Size: 86 in x 5.2 in/ 
22mm x 133mm
Weight: 0.3 lbs/136g
Metal Finish: nickel plated

0
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180
cardioid
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

Instrument Microphone or Microphone Pair
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STudio 24 24-bit USB Microphone

Specifications
Type: 24-bit USB microphone
diaphragm: gold Sputtered
capsule: 22mm
polar pattern: Cardioid
Frequency response:  
20hz to 20khz
high pass Filter Settings: 
120hz, 235hz, 465hz
power requirement:  
• Zero Latency monitoring with 
built in headphone Output
• Supported Bit Depths and 
Sample Rates: 24-Bit, 48khz; 
24-Bit, 44.1khz; 16-Bit, 48khz; 

16-Bit, 44.1khz
• 2-stage analog gain control 
before A/D: physical rotary and 
software based with Mute
• Signal Phase invert
• Noise Gate with variable 
threshold and attack
• Leveler with variable Attack, 
Release, Max & Min Threshold
• Output Mixer controls Zero 
Latency Monitor Level and Mute, 
Computer playback Level and 
Mute, and Master headphone 
Level and Mute.
• GUI is Windows (XP/Vista/7) 
and Mac 10.5/10.6 compatible
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

uSb.009 24-bit/96kHz USB Microphone

Specifications
Type: 24-bit USB microphone

diaphragm: 6-micron gold-sputtered 

capsule size: 1.26 in./32mm 

Frequency response: 20hz to 20khz

dynamic range: 114 dB 

compatible: USB 1.1 & 2.0 compatible 

bit depths available: 16 and 24

Sample rates available: 44.1khz, 48khz, 96khz
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

uSb.008 USB Condenser Mic

Specifications
Type: USB mic

capsule: Large 32mm 

diaphragm: gold-sputtered 

Frequency response: 20hz to 20khz

Sampling rate: 44.1khz and 48khz 

compatible: USB 1.1 & 2.0 

a/d converter: 16-bit delta sigma with ThD+n = 0.01%
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1yr.

uSb-77 USB Microphone

Specifications
Type: USB
diaphragm: gold Sputtered
capsule: Large 32mm
polar pattern: Cardioid
Frequency response:  
20hz - 20khz
S/n ratio: 89 dB
a/d converter: 16-bit  
Delta Sigma
power requirement:  
Bus powered
compatible: USB 1.1 and 2.0

compatible oS: Mac  
(OS X), Windows (Xp/vista), 
Windows 7
Size: 8 ¾” x 4 ½”
Weight: 1.85lbs
Metal Finish: Black and 
Chrome
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 3 yrs.

uSb.007 Stereo USB Condenser Mic

Specifications
Type: USB mic

capsules: Two 22mm capsules in a 90 degree XY 
configuration

diaphragm: 6-micron gold-sputtered diaphragm

Frequency response: 20hz to 20khz

Sampling rate: 44.1khz and 48khz

compatibility: USB 1.1 and 2.0 

a/d converter:  16-bit delta sigma with ThD+n = 0.01%

0
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1yr.

uSb.006 USB Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

Specifications
Type: USB mic

diaphragm: gold-sputtered 

capsule: 22mm capsule 

Frequency response: 20hz to 20khz 

Sampling rate: 44.1khz and 48khz 

compatibility: USB 1.1 & 2.0 

a/d converter: 16-bit delta sigma with ThD+ = 0.01% 
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1yr.

pro-1b USB Condenser Microphone 

STudio 1 USB Desktop Recording Kit

Specifications
Type:  USB mic

capsule:  16mm capsule 

 Frequency response:  40hz to 20khz 

Sampling rate:  44.1khz and 48khz 

compatibility:  USB 1.1 & 2.0 

a/d converter: 16-bit delta sigma with ThD+n = 0.01%
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1yr.

Warranty: 3 yrs.

Specifications
Type:  USB mic

capsule:  16mm capsule 

 Frequency response:  40hz to 20khz 

Sampling rate:  44.1khz and 48khz 

compatibility:  USB 1.1 & 2.0 

a/d converter: 16-bit delta sigma with ThD+n = 0.01%
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Polar Pattern frequency chart

Warranty: 1yr.

Missing Charts? See www.mxlmics.com.?
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